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ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MINUTES of a meeting of the Environment Scrutiny Committee held on Wednesday 9 
March 2022 at the Cabinet Suite - Shire Hall, Gloucester.

PRESENT:
Cllr Roger Whyborn
Cllr Susan Williams
Cllr Chris McFarling
Cllr Gill Moseley

Cllr Alan Preest
Cllr Phil Awford
Cllr Mark Mackenzie-Charrington
Cllr Emma Nelson

Officers in attendance: Colin Chick, Philip Williams, Jo Atkins, Julian Atkins and Jon 
McGinty

Apologies: Cllr Dominic Morris, Kathryn Haworth, Cllr Sajid Patel, Simon Excell and 
Cllr Paul Baker

2. MINUTES 

The minutes of the meeting held on 12 January 2022 were approved, subject to Cllr 
David Willingham being added as a substitute.

An update was given on the action at 5.7 of the minutes. Members noted that 
officers were currently liaising with DfT to understand if any other local authorities 
had undertaken research with trading standards on this issue, to ensure 
Gloucestershire took account of any best practice already available.

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

In relation to item 6, Cllr Chris McFarling declared his representation on the Joint 
Wye Valley AONB Advisory Committee and as a supporter of the Friends of the 
Lower Wye Group. 

4. CLIMATE LEADERSHIP GLOUCESTERSHIRE GROUP 

4.1 Julian Atkins, the Interim Countywide Climate Change Coordinator, took the 
report as read and highlighted a few key points:

 The report responded to an action at the Committee meeting in 
November for members to receive an update on how the Climate 
Leadership Gloucestershire Group (CLGG) was progressing. 

 The appendix attached outlined 10 themes that the Group were working 
to.

 CN2030, which was the group of climate officers across the county and 
organisations, were working to develop a set of reporting metrics to more 
clearly demonstrate climate change-related work that was going on which 
would lead to an action tracking report that could be considered by CLGG 
at each meeting.
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 The Group were looking to add 2 additional meetings to ensure all 10 
themes were given the time they needed in a calendar year.

 The main area of focus at the moment was transport decarbonisation and 
planning/Joint Core Strategy reviews.

Questions

4.2 The Committee asked whether it would be feasible to receive a progress 
update report for each of their meetings. It was agreed that this would be a 
version of the report provided today, a short update on each meeting for the 
Committee to note, Members could then schedule into their work plan more 
in-depth items if required. It was acknowledged this would help the 
awareness and linkage between the work of CLGG and members, the 
annual Climate Change Strategy report that the Committee would receive in 
November should however remain the main focus for members scrutiny.

4.3 A few members raised that there was a serious overwhelming feeling at the 
amount of information available on climate change, there was a need to filter 
information out to the public but in a simple and digestible way, with added 
links for resident to delve deeper into a particular issue should they wish. It 
also appeared that there was not sufficient liaison between different levels of 
leadership in coordinating and filtering out information to enable action. 

4.4 In addition, a member stressed that councillors did not have the capacity to 
read and digest the hundreds of reports/websites/emails etc. that they 
received every week, and it was therefore vital that officers brought important 
information to the forefront. The regular update from CLGG to scrutiny would 
help with this.

4.5 It was explained that CLGG reported to Leadership Gloucestershire, it aimed 
to act as the strategic coordination and dissemination body for the county, 
creating strategic links with relevant organisations. It was stressed that 
members of CLGG did not have the physical ability to get everything done 
alone. CLGG could identify what and how, but its key role was in leadership, 
coordination, information sharing and action enabling with a focus on those 
strategic actions which were best done together or which cannot be 
delivered isolation.

4.6 It was added that there were other avenues to access information in a 
digestible way such as the Greener Gloucestershire website and GCC’s 
regular sustainability newsletter.

4.7 The Greener Gloucestershire website had been set up to pull together the 
vast amount of work going on in the county, to help those doing the work to 
connect with each other and also act as an information sharing platform for 
the public. Noting that CLGG had agreed for their meeting reports to be in 
the public domain, there was a need to add this to the Greener 
Gloucestershire website going forward.
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ACTION: Philip Williams/Julian Atkins

ACTION: To liaise with communication teams at county and district level to 
ensure that key news and messages from CLGG were being shared – 
Philip Williams/Julian Atkins

ACTION: To ensure the join up of CLGG and Western Gateway agendas – 
Colin Chick

4.8 The Committee concluded the discussion by noting the positive start to the 
CLGG work and supporting the proposal for an annual presentation, but in 
addition requesting a regular brief update on matters of urgency/importance.

5. SCHOOL STREET TRIALS 

5.1 Jo Atkins, Thinktravel Co-ordinator, presented this item and members noted 
the following:

 The School Streets initiative initially resulted from a Cabinet decision in 
July 2020 and was supported by the Climate Change and Air Quality 
Fund.

 Its aim was to tackle pollution outside schools during drop off and pick up 
times, by encouraging parents to change the way they travelled and 
resulting in a beneficial impact on their carbon footprint.

 GCC launched its first trial scheme in November 2020. The first phase 
was carried out at 2 schools in the county, Warden Hill Primary and 
Tewkesbury C of E.

 The key aims on slide 3 had resulted from research and learning from 
best practise from other local authority areas.

 Trials used traditional highways intervention coupled with behaviour 
techniques and incentives to implement change.

 Over the past two years, the team had created a prioritisation matrix to 
assist school selection for the next trial phase. The criteria for schools 
being selected included an existing active travel promotion, its location, 
local infrastructure for walking and cycling etc.

 The key benefits were outlined on slide 5. For the existing trials, the team 
had carried out a survey at the start of the trial and one 12 months later 
which was currently being examined to understand any change in views. 
What they had seen in the first survey was safety, climate change and 
health benefits were the most important areas for families.

 The trials were linked in with the Greener Gloucestershire campaign and 
the team also provided a regular School Streets blog to capture on the 
ground positives. 

 The second phase of the trial was planned for spring 2022. A lot of work 
had gone into working with the schools who had been selected, 
especially due to post-Covid impacts on staff shortages etc. 

 Slides 8 and 9 gave an overview of the impacts of the Trial so far.
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Questions

5.2 In response to a question, it was advised that the scheme only currently 
covered primary schools. Secondary schools had been involved in some 
areas of the country, but it was common for older students to travel 
independently to school rather than rely on parents dropping them off.

5.3 Looking at the trials in more detail, members noted that; each scheme 
involved one street that was temporarily closed at peak times, but each 
parking exclusion zone was different depending on the site. The 
displacement of cars then became wider as not all parents were trying to 
park on the same road. It was not compulsory for schools to have 
stewards/barriers out every day but the enforcement/signs etc. remained 
fully functioning throughout the trial period. Staff at primary schools were 
often around to welcome children so the stewarding offered the same 
opportunity. Schools had begun to consider recruiting volunteers to do this 
however to free up some staff time, especially considering the Covid 
impacts.

5.4 A few members raised concern for children’s safety where they had been 
seen walking in the road due to closures around the school. It was advised 
that the Think Travel team had done a lot of work around road safety with the 
children, including trips to SkillZONE. In addition, the trials had seen roads 
being a lot calmer, avoiding parking outside the gates and huge congestion 
problems around the school which in itself improved children’s safety. 

5.5 It was added that the timing of the trials had been impacted by Covid and 
had made it very difficult for everyone to be involved as previously 
envisaged. The team at GCC had worked above and beyond to roll the 
schemes out within this difficult context, notwithstanding the emotional 
aspect of behaviour change for parents having strong opinions on their 
children’s safety. There had also been very challenging staff shortages at the 
schools due to Covid implications. As we moved into a phase of living with 
Covid, the trials needed time to stabilise to see the full impact/benefits.

5.6 The Executive Director questioned whether the finance and officer effort was 
achieving what the scheme had been set up to do. It would be impossible to 
replicate these two schemes across the county on staff resource implications 
alone, and it was queried if there would be a better way to spend the money 
whilst resulting in the same outcomes for climate change and road safety.

5.7 A member questioned whether the trials had been measured against outputs 
in order to assess whether they had been successful enough to continue, 
expand or alternatively, needed to be closed. It was felt that the report that 
had been presented today gave a view that it was a good scheme to 
continue with, but views shared at the meeting had put this into question. It 
was advised that baseline data had been collected at the start of the trials, 
schools had done surveys, there was air quality monitoring working with the 
districts etc. 
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5.8 An officer confirmed that the scheme was being run through a Traffic 
Regulation Order, and therefore the decision on whether to continue or not 
remained with the Traffic Regulation Order Committee. It was agreed that 
officers would take an action to explore how scrutiny could be involved in 
making a final decision following the discussion today.

ACTION: Philip Williams

6. RESTORING OUR RIVERS TASK GROUP 

6.1 The Group had one interview session left before they would begin to look at 
formalising their recommendations. They had had meetings with many 
relevant parties to date, including the Environment Agency, Ofwat, pressure 
groups etc.

6.2 The Chair highlighted how well the Group had worked over this period. It had 
been a very good piece of scrutiny work and they hoped to finalise the report 
in time to influence the Environment Bill that was due in September.

7. WORK PLAN 

7.1 Members noted the future items in the attached work plan and made the 
following amendments:

 Officers suggested that the Committee may be interested in a 
presentation on transport decarbonisation. It was noted that this also had 
a close link to Economic Growth Scrutiny so this would be offered as a 
joint item in May.

 In order to avoid overloading the date in May, it was suggested that Flood 
Management and EV charging points be delayed until July. This also 
meant that more information would be available on the EV roll out by this 
point.

 The Chair of the Restoring our Rivers Task Group suggested that the 
Group would aim to bring their final report back to scrutiny in July,but this 
should be tentative for now.

7.2 There was also a discussion on a future item on Strategic Planning. It was 
advised that GCC now had a role in the JCS, but this was only as a 
consultee, the policies remained written and driven by the district councils. 
The issues previously raised about CIL remained, the Executive Director had 
a principal agreement with district councils on a strategic overview planning 
paper from GCC but nothing further had been agreed. The county also 
waited in anticipation for the Planning White Paper.

7.3 The Committee requested that officers took an action to restart the 
conversations on strategic planning with the district councils to see if any 
progress could be made. They noted that this was not just about sustainable 
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growth and climate change, but also increasing pressures on the county’s 
provisions in education/healthcare etc.

ACTION: Colin Chick/Simon Excell

CHAIR

Meeting concluded at 12:30.
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Environment Scrutiny Committee 

Report Title: Decarbonising Transport

Meeting Date: 24th May 2022

Chair: Cllr Dominic Morris

Presenting Officer: Luisa Senft-Hayward, Transport Planning Manager 

Purpose of Report:
To brief this Committee on the challenge for decarbonising 
transport for the county and GCC’s proposed steps to 
reach net zero transport emissions by 2045 in line with our 
target.

Planned Dates
A Decarbonising Transport Forum will be held in Summer 
2022 to gain stakeholder feedback on our emerging 
findings.
Further carbon reduction pathway phased work to provide 
better understanding of the implications of traffic growth 
and development growth is planned for this financial year.

Background 
documents:

Adopted Gloucestershire Local Transport Plan (LTP) 
(2020-2041) 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/transport/gloucestershir
es-local-transport-plan-2020-2041/gloucestershire-ltp-
2020-2041/ 
Gloucestershire’s Climate Change Strategy 
https://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/planning-and-
environment/climate-change/greener-gloucestershire-
climate-action/our-vision/gloucestershires-climate-change-
strategy/

Appendices n/a

Recommendations
That Environment Scrutiny notes the findings of the 
Gloucestershire Transport Carbon Reduction Pathway data 
analysis outlined in this report and approve the next steps 
proposed to deliver on the adopted Gloucestershire Local 
Transport Plan (LTP) commitment to reduce per capita 
transport carbon emissions to zero by 2045, GCC’s 
Climate Change Strategy carbon reduction targets.
Environment Scrutiny is also asked to note that all 
Gloucestershire Districts declared a climate change 
emergency and that there is a need for every stakeholder 
and citizen in Gloucestershire to be involved in delivering 
the changes as it cannot be left to one singe authority to 
deliver.
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1. Background                                                                                                                                  

1.1 In 2018, transport accounted for 32% of all CO2 emissions per capita in 
Gloucestershire. This proportion rises to 44% if emissions associated with 
motorways and railways are included. While other sectors, such as ‘energy’ 
have been able to achieve significant reductions in their CO2 emissions, 
transport carbon emissions have remained basically unchanged. 

1.2 In June 2019, the UK Government passed legislation committing to achieving 
net zero greenhouse gas emission by 2050. In the same year, GCC and all 
other Gloucestershire authorities each declared a climate emergency and 
GCC adopted a Climate Change Strategy setting out the following carbon 
reduction targets:

 The County Council’s own operational emissions to be net zero by 2030; 
 Emissions from all sources across the county to be net zero by 2050; and 
 The county to work with partners to deliver an 80% reduction in emissions 

by 2030, relative to 2005. 

1.2 In 2020, GCC strengthened its targets, committing to reaching net zero 
emissions from all sources across the county by 2045. This target is reflected 
in Gloucestershire’s fourth LTP, adopted in March 2021. The LTP also states 
that a Transport Carbon Reduction Pathway will be developed, setting out the 
interventions necessary to achieve this target.

1.4 Work on this transport carbon reduction pathway has started and initial 
findings from data analysis, potential interventions and emerging ambitions 
are summarised in this report. They clearly show that our joint climate change 
targets will only be achieved if the entire Gloucestershire community fully 
commit and adapt to the behavioural changes needed. 

1.5 As the Local Transport Authority, GCC is providing the leadership in respect 
to decarbonising transport, starting with this report. However, the success of 
Gloucestershire’s pathway to carbon zero will depend on all parties involved 
playing their part and on our joint ability to convince the public of the need for, 
and opportunities associated with, a decarbonised transport system. GCC has 
been selected by UK 100 as a partner in their Local Power in Action project 
which will provide advice on how to gain support from the entire 
Gloucestershire community for the ambitions outlined in this report.
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2. Data analysis

2.1 The carbon reduction pathway (phase 1) study applies a ‘top down’ approach to 
identifying the scale of intervention needed for Gloucestershire to meet its 
transport carbon reduction targets. In the graph below, the blue dotted line 
shows carbon emissions if current traffic trends continue. This line is brought 
down by taking into consideration the impacts of the Government sales ban for 
petrol and diesel cars, as indicated by the blue solid line. This solid blue line 
can be compared to the solid green line, which represents GCC’s carbon 
reduction targets. The red arrow between these two solid lines identifies 
Gloucestershire’s ‘emission gap’ in 2030. For information and context, the 
dotted green line shows a view of academic experts at the Tyndall Centre for 
Climate Change Research on the rate of decarbonisation required to stay within 
Gloucestershire’s remaining CO2 budget which would leave an even bigger 
emissions gap.

Gloucestershire’s transport carbon emissions gap 
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2.2 The report then goes on to provide further information on the breakdown of 
transport emissions in Gloucestershire by vehicle type, road type, through trip, 
distance band and purpose (for car emissions). Key findings from this analysis 
are:

2.2.1 Trip purpose
Pre-COVID19, commuting was the trip purpose that accounted for the highest 
single proportion of emissions (25%), with other social and personal trips 
accounting for most of the rest. 

% Car km/CO2 emissions by trip purpose

However, business trips have an average trip length nearly double all other 
purposes and therefore contribute 10% to emissions despite relatively few trips 
being made.

Average trip length (km) by trip purpose
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2.2.2 Trip length
Although trips under 5 kilometres account for over 40% of trips, due to their 
short length they account for less than 10% of total distance and emissions. 
The most significant distance bands are 20 kilometres and above, accounting 
for over 60% of emissions (and just over 15% of trips).

% Of car trips by distance band       Car CO2 emissions by distance band

2.2.3 Trip length by mode 

Analysis of average trip length by mode indicate that bus and rail have the most 
potential to serve trips of the length that contribute most to carbon emissions. 
Cycling has the potential to provide an alternative up to 10km and beyond, 
particularly if trip lengths can be extended by improved facilities and the use of 
e-bikes.

Average trip length (km) by mode
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2.2.4  Transport carbon emissions by district
Significant differences are evident between Gloucestershire’s districts. For 
instance, the residents of Cotswold generate on average 50% more emissions 
through car travel per year than the residents of Cheltenham and Gloucester, 
reflecting the nationwide difference between transport patterns in urban and 
rural communities.

Kg CO2 from car travel per person, p.a., by Gloucestershire district1 
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3. Potential measures to reduce emissions

3.1 Research was undertaken to identify measures generally applied to reduce 
carbon emissions. These were compared to interventions proposed in 
Gloucestershire’s LTP. 

In line with the Local Government Association and several other bodies, 
measures were categorised in terms of the route through which they reduce 
carbon, grouping them in terms of the Avoid, Shift, Improve.

Levers for change

1 Source: Morgan, Malcolm, Anable, Jillian, & Lucas, Karen. (2021). A place-based carbon calculator 
for England. Presented at the 29th Annual GIS Research UK Conference (GISRUK), Cardiff, Wales, 
UK (Online): Zenodo. A place-based carbon calculator for England | Zenodo  
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3.2 Applying these three levers, potential measures to reduce carbon can be 
summarised as follows:
o Smarter access:

 Land use planning
 Digital connectivity

o Shift mode of travel:
 Active travel/personal mobility
 Public/shared transport
 Demand management
 Behaviour change

o Improve vehicle emissions:
 Efficient network management
 Ultra-low emission vehicles

3.3 All of these levers for change need to be pursued at the same time, for 
Gloucestershire to reduce its transport carbon emission gap. They also make 
clear that change can only be achieved if all GCC’s partners work together to 
reduce transport carbon emissions.

4. Emerging indicative ambitions

4.1.To illustrate the scale of change needed to meet the GCC target to reduce CO2 
emissions by 80% by 2030, and assuming that we use all possible areas of 
change (rather than focusing on just one), closing the Gloucestershire transport 
carbon emissions gap would require changes that would in total lead to 
reductions similar to those that may be achieved with the below sketched 
scenario. Please note that this is an illustrative scenario only. 

o A reduction in average trip length by 7.5% (0.6 miles);
o A reduction of 7.5% of car trips (3 trips/month each);
o Ride sharing for an extra 2.5% of car travel;
o An increase in active travel by 300%;
o An increase in public transport use by 100%;
o Eco-driving with a smoothed speed on 75% of car km; and 
o A 100% increase in car km by EV. 
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4.2 It should be noted that these are not set targets, but figures that are meant to 
illustrate and provide a feel for the scale of change needed by 2030. Higher 
achievement in one area would offset lower achievement in another area. 
Further phases of the carbon reduction pathway work will identify potential 
interventions and how much they would be able to contribute towards 
Gloucestershire’s carbon reduction ambitions.

5. Joint responsibilities

5.1 GCC is the Local Transport Authority and is therefore leading on the transport 
portfolio for Climate Leadership Gloucestershire. However, the change needed 
is too comprehensive, affecting all aspects of everyday life as well as planning 
and investment decisions, for one organisation alone to be able to deliver the 
change needed. Decarbonising Gloucestershire’s transport system requires a 
united, comprehensive, and positive response from all Gloucestershire 
partners.  

6. Conclusion and next steps
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6.1 In Gloucestershire, there will need to be a rapid reduction in transport 
emissions in the next 5, 10 and 20 years to reduce in line with the county’s and 
district authorities’ decarbonisation commitments.  Action will be required at 
national, regional, and local levels to meet these strategic objectives. To 
achieve the targets that have been set for climate change and transport 
decarbonisation, significant change will be necessary. Whilst this will need to 
be led and driven by all public sector partners through Climate Leadership 
Gloucestershire, it will also require ownership by the private sector and by all 
the citizens of Gloucestershire through their own, personal choices and 
behaviour.   

6.2 A wide variety of interventions will need to be pursued, at the same time, to 
achieve the reductions required. To progress this work, GCC will undertake the 
following next steps:

o Further data analysis of the source of transport emissions in 
Gloucestershire.

o Engage in the UK 100 as a partner in their Local Power in Action project, 
which will provide advice on how to gain support from the entire 
Gloucestershire community for the ambitions outlined in this report.

o Arrange a Summer 2022 Climate Change Transport Forum to gain 
stakeholder feedback on our emerging findings.

o Further carbon reduction pathway phased work to provide better 
understanding of the implications of traffic growth and development 
growth.

6.3 GCC’s ambition is to have a clearly defined Transport Decarbonisation Plan 
that has the support from our key stakeholders, by December 2022. This will 
take account of any future government guidance on transport decarbonisation 
and scheme development.
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- Transport –

Gloucestershire 

Carbon Reduction Pathway

Luisa Senft-Hayward

Team Leader Strategic Transport Planning
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A transport carbon reduction pathway
• 32% of all CO2 emissions are transport related 

(44% incl. through traffic)

• Condition for future Government investment 
• DfT strategy: Decarbonising Transport

• DfT transport decarbonisation: local authority toolkit
• Active travel

• Car clubs

• Decarbonising road freight, servicing and deliveries

• Demand responsive transport

• Lift sharing

• Transport in rural areas

• Zero emission buses

• Zero emission fleet

• GCC commitment to carbon reduction:
• Climate Change Strategy

• Local Transport Plan
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Gloucestershire’s carbon emission gap

• Gloucestershire targets:

• Emissions from all sources: 

net zero by 2045

• 80% emissions reduction by 

2030 

• Electric cars not in time to 

close 2030 gap

• Emissions gap needs to be 

closed by reducing emissions
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Cumulative emissions 

Just stopping to emit carbon 

in 2045 is not enough. We 

need to stay within our 

carbon budget.
Consequence of 

delaying action by 5 

years

Emission budgets
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Evidence based solutions: 

Key emitters
Car
58%

HGV
26%

LGV
13%

Rail
2%

Bus
1%

Car HGV LGV Rail Bus

Transport carbon 
emissions by 
vehicle type 

Vehicles

• Almost 60% of emissions from car travel

• Freight accounts for almost 40%

Activities

• Commuting accounts for the highest 
single proportion of emissions (25%)

• Business trips contribute 10% to 
emissions despite low number of trips

Distance

• Trips > 20km make up c. 15% of trips but 
account for c. 60% of emissions

Car
58%

HGV
26%

LGV
13%

Rail
2%

Bus
1%

Car HGV LGV Rail Bus
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Modes

• Replace high milage vehicles with zero 
emission alternatives

• Bus and rail have the most potential to 
replace most emitting trips.

• Cycling can provide an alternative up to 10 
km. This could be extended through improved 
facilities and e-bikes.

Evidence based solutions: 

Emerging target areas

Geography

• Reducing emissions will be more difficult 
in rural areas but urban areas act as trip 
attractors.
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GCC, private 
sector, districts

Private sector, 
districts, GCC, 
public

Districts

Area of influence

All stakeholders

Districts, GCC

GCC, transport 
operators, public

GCC, public

Area of influence

Public, private 
sector, districts, 
GCC

GCC, National 
Highways

Area of influence

Potential interventions

Travel planning – e.g. 
delivery hubs

Digital connectivity –
work with employer and 
service providers. Needs 
access to 5G and good 
broadband connections 

Land use planning  - e.g. 
20 min neighbourhoods

Behaviour change – e.g. 
Thinktravel and travel 
planning

Demand management –
e.g. manage parking

Shift to public/shared 
transport – e.g. Mass 
Rapid Transit and 
delivering BSIP

Shift to active mode –
e.g. Gloucestershire 
Cycle spine and e-
scooters

Shift to Zero Emissions 
Vehicles – e.g. for buses, 
car clubs and corporate 
fleet

Effective Network 
Management – e.g. 
maximise use of 
information 

Smarter access Mode shift Improve vehicles
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Sketching the scale of ambition needed …
…by all actors: general public, private and public sector organisations

100% increase in 
car km by EV 

Eco-driving/smoothed 
speed on 75% of car km

Increase public transport 100%

Increase active travel 300%
Ride sharing for extra 2.5% of car travel

Emissions gap -
2030

Reduce av. trip length by 7.5 % (0.6 miles)

Reduce 7.5 % of car trips (3 trips/month each)

What are other 
localities doing? 

How can we learn from 
others and share best 

practice?
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A vision for Gloucestershire?
Excellent bus services – bus 
use per person as in 
Oxfordshire. 

Excellent active travel 
provision - ‘Go Dutch’ 
(propensity to cycle 
tool) for all routes, with 
widespread e-bike use.

Better land use planning 
reduces average car trip length 
by 7.5% (0.6 miles)

Increased online activity e.g. 
Cotswolds 2020 WfH levels 
countywide & similar change 
for other purposes

EV car clubs and 
company fleet upgrades 
bring EV uptake forward 
by 4.5 years. 

New apps make ride sharing 
easy for up to 2.5% of car 
travel.

Smart road network 
management, speed limits and 
eco-driving apps make car 
travel more efficient by 6%

2030
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Building on our 

success

Climate Change Strategy/net zero commitment

Local Transport Plan/net zero commitment

LCWIP rollout and implementation

Develop Mass Rapid Transit 

Bus Service Improvement Plan

£550,000 additional this year for community road safety 

£30 million for Gloucestershire Cycle Spine

£2.6 million for bus priority at junctions

£20 million investment in Arle Court Interchange Hub

£1.3 million for demand responsive rural transport

Ongoing Thinktravel activities

Carbon reduction pathway

1,000 Electric Vehicle charging points

Fastershire

Carbon modelling capability
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Key players
GCC

Highway Authority
Thinktravel

Transport infrastructure 
On street parking

Bus services Government
Legislation
Guidance
Funding

Operators
Public 

Transport 
services

Districts
Parking

Land Use Planning
Behaviour Change

Private Sector
Investment

Travel Planning
Innovation
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CLG shared responsibilities
• As the Local Transport Authority, GCC leads on transport decarbonisation for 

CLG. However, a comprehensive response from all CLG partners is required.

• How are carbon emissions from transport considered ….

• … by your organisation, e.g. do you have a travel plan?

• … in your planning/strategic documents, e.g. Local Plans?

• … in your support to your stakeholders, e.g. local businesses?

• … in controversial areas of responsibility, e.g. parking?

• How can we work towards a joint action plan or declaration?

• How can be build upon the commitment made by the 7 local authorities and 
the LEP through the Gloucestershire Statement of Common Ground ?
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How can we address these 

challenges together?
Parking, 

especially out 
of town parking

Coordinating 
strategic 
planning

Funding

Helping small 
businesses
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Next steps

• Further data analysis of the source of transport emissions in Gloucestershire

• GCC has been selected by UK 100 as a partner in their Local Power in Action project 

which will provide advice on how to gain support from the entire Gloucestershire 

community for the ambitions outlined in this report.

• July 22 Climate Change Transport Forum to gains stakeholder feedback on our 

emerging findings.

• Further carbon reduction pathway phased work to provide better understanding of the 

implications of traffic growth and development growth.

• Transport Decarbonisation Plan, supported by key stakeholders, by December 

2022/early 2023. 
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ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

WORK PLAN 2022

24 May 2022
Report deadline: 12 May 2022

13 July 2022
Report deadline: 4 July 2022

Decarbonisation of transport
[invite EGSC members]

Natural Flood Management

Electric Vehicle charging points

Restoring our Rivers Task Group report

8 September 2022
Report deadline: 30 August 2022

22 November 2022
Report deadline: 11 November 2022

Annual Climate Change Strategy review 

P
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POSSIBLE FUTURE ITEMS

1 Alternative/environmental-friendly 
technologies and innovative ideas within 
highways

3 Draft Road Safety Policy
[feedback as part of the consultation]

2 Strategic Planning 4 Future of School Streets
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Executive Director’s Report, Economy, Environment & Infrastructure
Scrutiny Committee Report

May 2022

This report summarises key areas likely to lead to decisions over the next 6 months, including 
updates on areas previously reported.  

1.0 Decisions

Relevant forthcoming decisions, by date due:
 Gloucestershire County Council’s partnership agreement with Gloucester City Council, 

Cheltenham Borough Council and Tewkesbury Borough Council in relation to the Joint 
Strategic Plan. Between 3 Aug 2020 and 16 May 2022

 Gloucestershire Statement of Common Ground - Strategic Planning Between 18 Apr 
2022 and 30 May 2022

 Review of Community Offer provided as part of Stage 5 of the Fastershire delivery 
programme Between 10 May 2022 and 24 May 2022

 Central Gloucestershire Mass Transit Scheme - Development Funding 19 May 2022
 Severn River Basin District Flood Risk Management Plan Between 25 May 2022 and 14 

Jun 2022
 Scheme development funding for Strategic Transport schemes in 2022/23, including M5 

Junction 9 and A46 (Ashchurch) Transport Scheme and Mass Rapid Transit Scheme 22 
Jun 2022 by Cabinet

Pending items for publication  
 M5 J9 
 Road Safety Policy 
 Community and Adult Skills Programme 
 Library Strategy 
 Stroud Library 

2.0 Highways 

M5 J10
 Preferred Route Announcement took place on 16th June 2021 along with associated 

communications and publication via GCC website.
 Land agents progressing land acquisition/negotiations in partnership with GCC 

Property.
 Successful bid for £35k Capacity Funding from Homes England to support local 

planning authorities in both their statutory and non-statutory functions in respect of the 
Development Consent Order process.

 Claims to date total just under £20m.
 Consultation for A38/A4019 Coombe Hill package of works have concluded and findings 

are being fed into next stage of design.  
 Statutory Public Consultation is complete.  The feedback is currently being collated in a 

consultation summary report for publication which will demonstrate how the feedback is 
being taken on board.  Formal responses will also be provided to prescribed consultees’ 
comments. 
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Arle Court Transport Hub – Planning application underway with a decision expected in 
June/July 2022.

West Cheltenham Transport Infrastructure Scheme / Cyber
 Work started on site for Phases 1 and 2 in June 2020 and is substantially completed.  

The Phase 3 and 4 Design and Build contract started in January 2021 and is on 
programme to be completed in Spring 2022. Works due to be completed before Easter.

 National Highways’ safety critical works at Staverton Bridge and M5 Junction 11 are 
underway with Arle Court forming part of the M5J11 diversion route – with Phase 1 and 
2 works virtually complete this is no longer causing a major impact.

Gloucester SW Bypass / Llanthony Road
 All premises are now owned by GCC.  Work is underway to complete all utility 

disconnections.  Planning application for change of use (part of City Business Centre to 
become car park for displaced parking) has now been approved.  Scheme includes 
segregated footway and cycleway facilities that are compliant with latest government 
design guidance from the DfT.

 Preferred contractor in place for City Business Centre demolition contract, with surveys, 
accommodation works and demolition scheduled to start early in 2022

 Levelling Up Fund bid successful at £12.822m allowing the main highway works to start 
in Summer 2022 following some unavoidable delays to the demolition schedule.

 Funding questionnaire now submitted.

Gloucester Station Access Works (Delivery with Gloucester City Council)
 New access/egress at Metz Way now complete.  Revised Bruton Way access works 

including additional drainage works will commence in May 2022 following confirmation 
of GWR license requirements.

Structures/Geotechnical Schemes
 Blakeney West – Construction works now on site (since Jan/Feb) with piling works 

starting at the start of May. Construction currently due to complete August 2022.
 Rushmire Hill – investigations ongoing to determine slip failure mechanism to inform 

design.
 Badgeworth Road – design works underway during 2021/22
 Tintern Bridge – Currently out to tender with planned start mid-June. Ongoing co-

ordination with Monmouthshire CC who jointly have responsibility for the bridge. 
 Walk Bridge – tendering Design and Build contract for Stroud District Council.  

Preliminary early contractor involvement to investigate possible construction potions 
prior to tender process.

Ashchurch Bridge over Rail (Delivery for Tewkesbury Borough Council)
 Planning permission for the bridge has been granted. Detailed design continues 

(Atkins).
     Legal agreement is underway.  Ground investigation completed.
 Project delivery through Design and Build contract likely.
 Works continue with Tewkesbury Borough Council and Network Rail to understand the 

complexities of the legal agreements required for the construction phase.
 Embankment and haul road construction works estimated for Summer 2022.
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A435 Junction Improvements
 Works are underway to deliver capacity improvements associated with local housing 

developments with highway works now due to complete in May 2022. The project also 
provides some enabling works for future cycle route between Cheltenham and Bishops 
Cleeve.

A435 Cheltenham to Bishops Cleeve Cycleway
 Preliminary design work is now progressing of the cycle route following an initial 

concept design. 

A419 Junction Improvements (Stonehouse)
 Works substantially complete.   Alterations planned at Horsetrough Roundabout to 

improve cycling provision planned for mid 2022. 

Highways Contracts
 Term maintenance (Ringway) – Fourth year of the contract has now commenced.  

Cyclical maintenance and defect repair performance remains on target.  Defect 
numbers for Q4 were manageable despite seeing a slight increase post Winter.  Parts 
of the network which have not yet been addressed with long term solutions such as 
resurfacing remain fragile.  We are coming towards the end of our winter maintenance 
operations – at end April the total number of runs for the season are 20% above profile 
for the year. 

 Professional services (Atkins) – Fourth year of contract underway.   
 Bridge Inspections – investigating a risk based approach to inspection regime as 

opposed to calendar based approach, this will bring in to line with Safety Policy.
 Structural maintenance (Tarmac) – First year of new 4 year contract started April 2022.
 Street lighting (M Group) – Performance on key indicators remains satisfactory.  
 Highway Skills Academy – Focus for 23/24 will be on the formation of a 

development/career path for those staff which are progressing through their 
apprenticeships in order that GCC retains the investment in time, funds and skills.  Our 
first cohort of Level 4 (HNC equivalent) Apprenticeships of 11 staff have started with a 
second cohort planned to follow this year with the high level of interest from existing 
staff.  Highways have also welcomed some participants from the Kickstart programme 
into the teams.

Highways Delivery
 Depots/property – development of strategic plan for highways depots included in 22/23 

Service Plan in order to ensure facilities are fit for purpose.
 Ash die back – continued programme in 22/23 including planting programme to ensure 

that two trees are planted for each one felled with ash die back disease.  Discussions 
are underway with external organisations such as National Trust and others to identify 
larger woodland planting schemes off the public highway.  

3.0 Community & Infrastructure 

DMMO Statistics: up to 14 April 2022

Total number of ‘unresolved’ applications: 207  (up 26)
No. of new ‘min.14(1) compliant’ applications received in 
2022 to date

30  (21 in 2021)

Number of applications ‘resolved’ in 2022 to date 3  (10 in 2021)
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Number of routes added to DM&S by ‘other means’ in 2022 to 
date

1  (3 in 2021)

Number of all ‘undetermined’ applications: 
Undetermined Undet-Archived Undet-Non14(2)

No. 49 (up from 30) 52 72 (up from 64)
“Archived” applications are whereby the intended effect of the application is essentially 
nulled by a subsequent change in legislation, e.g. the NERC Act; “Non14(2)” applications 
have not been ‘fully made’ but are still valid applications in terms of needing determination.

Number of all unresolved ‘determined’ applications: 
Apps with unresolved objectionsApps at publication/ 

confirmation stage Submitted to SoS Awaiting submission 
No. 0 0 34

Recent CROWC determinations:
Last 2 CROW 
Committees

1 App on 2 Dec - decision to make Order for additional FP
1 App on 29 March - decision to make Order for additional 
FP

Next CROW Committee 16 May 2022 - Application re: Spinney Court, Brimscombe

DfT Emergency Active Travel Fund 
 Tranche 2: Works on an LTN 1/20 (Department for Transport cycle design standards) 

compliant cycle route along the B4063 between the M5 overbridge and Pheasant Lane 
are close to completion. Work started in April on the adjacent section from Pheasant 
Lane to Arle Court.

ITU Public Transport and School Transport
 In March Cabinet noted the council’s draft Enhanced Partnership agreement which 

forms the basis for the Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP). Following a disappointing 
decision by the DfT not to fund Gloucestershire’s BSIP investment plan (and to fund 
only 30% of BSIP bids) the cabinet member has written to the DfT to reiterate the 
council’s commitment to public transport and requesting constructive feedback on our 
BSIP submission. The council has received DfT funding for a three-year officer post.

 The DfT decision and timing, six months before the DfT is due to end Bus Recovery 
Grant, are expected to destabilise commercial and subsidised bus services in the 
county. These were already badly weakened by the financial impact of Covid on 
passenger levels (down 30%), fuel prices at record levels and driver wage growth.  In 
the short-term officers have identified options to help reassure operators, using an 
underspend in concessionary fare support to provide an inflationary contract price uplift, 
to maintain concessionary fares reimbursement and to avoid the withdrawal of the Arle 
Court Park & Ride. However, this is unlikely to be of sufficient scale and duration to 
address longer term structural challenges so we must prepare for more early contract 
terminations by bus operators, sharp rises in tender prices and reductions to popular 
commercial services which have previously been resilient. Whilst some mitigation could 
be achieved by increasing GCC funding through the MTFS process service reductions 
will reduce the county’s economic attractiveness to investors and limit progress with 
reducing transport carbon emissions.
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Network Management (Road Safety and Parking)
 A cabinet member decision will be taken to consult on a draft Road Safety Policy, 

including aspirational Vision Zero targets to reduce the number of people killed and 
seriously injured on Gloucestershire’s roads. This follows the recent Council decision to 
invest £550k in 2022/23 in community road safety measures. 

 Our ULEV Programme Manager has submitted an Expression of Interest to the DfT 
LEVI fund for a £2.1m package of EV charge point investment in rural areas. Meetings 
are also underway with our provider, Connected Kerb, to develop the 2022/23 workplan 
for delivery of the first 200 charge points.

4.0 Strategic Infrastructure

B4063 / A40 Highways England Cycling Scheme – Cheltenham to Gloucester
     The original HE scheme, in order to fulfil funding criteria, needed to be completed by 

March 2020. This, however, was subsequently extended to construction starting in 
2021, as part of the RIS2 process. GCC officers continue to engage with HE’s Route 
Manager to attempt to ensure everything is ‘joined up’. 

     GCC has decided to take over the detailed design of this project, with the design fully 
underway with the East part of the route designed and consulted upon in Spring 2021, 
an independent audit has now been completed by a leading industry expert to ensure 
we provide the best possible facility we can within the constraints.  The audit findings 
have led to extensive enhancement of the provision, which have been heavily endorsed 
by Sustrans to the extent that they are due to become a major funding provider for the 
scheme.  The revised proposals for the East part of the route between the M5 
overbridge and Arle Court have now been published on the County Council’s website 
reflecting the feedback received to date.

     Works started in October 2021, delivering the east part of the route first between the M5 
and Pheasant Lane which is expected to be completed in Spring 2022 and will be 
directly followed by subsequent phases with the next section between Pheasant Lane 
and Arle Court now tendered and contract awarded ahead of a Spring 2022 start.

     This scheme will have the key advantage of directly linking the project to the emerging 
£22M West Cheltenham Transport Improvement Scheme (WCTIS) providing a 
continuous link between Gloucester and Cheltenham rail station once complete and 
include the recently successfully delivered Emergency Active Travel Scheme on London 
Road in Gloucester. The GFirst LEP Board, in December 2020, agreed that any future 
underspend on the £22M WCTIS would be ringfenced to the B4063 cycle scheme. Prior 
to this, in November 2020, £864k was secured from an EATF Tranche 2 bid from the 
Department for Transport (DfT), which will part fund a section of the works.  National 
Highways have now allocated £5 million to the construction of this scheme and 
Sustrans have allocated a further £1 million to the delivery of the route.

     The County Council has recently successfully secured DfT Levelling Up funding to 
extend the route through Gloucester City Centre and Gloucester Docks providing 
linkage to the Gloucester Canal Towpath. 

M5 Junction 9 and A46 (Ashchurch)
 The Strategic Outline Business Case for the M5 J9 / A46 scheme was submitted to the 

DfT in January 2020;
 Positive Government announcement in March 2020, stating that the scheme should 

progress to the next stage;
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 This is to progress to the Outline Business Case – the cost of which is likely to be £2M-
£3M – part of the funding came from the approved £4M GCC funding for ‘business case 
development’ in 2020/21;

 The progression of the scheme was considered and approved by GCC Cabinet on 24th 
March 2021; 

 Discussions re- possible future funding ongoing with both Homes England and 
Tewkesbury BC due to the links to the emerging ‘garden town’ 

 Ongoing discussions with HE to secure approval of options for Junction 9;
 Detailed HE feedback has been received and is currently being analysed by officers and 

Atkins. 
 Baroness Vere has confirmed support for the project in November 2021.
 Cabinet report (re- future expenditure on M5 J9 / A46) programmed for 22nd June 2022.
 Non statutory public consultation anticipated in September 2022.

A417 Missing Link
 Preferred Route Announcement (Route 30) made March 2019;
 Further public consultation took place in Autumn 2019;
 A supportive officer-level response to this consultation (a joint response from CDC, TBC 

and GCC) was sent on 8th November 2019;
 Positive announcement in March 2020 stating that the scheme has secured funding and 

should progress to DCO;
 Revised proposals were subject to a further public consultation, which started on 12th 

October 2020. A detailed GCC officer response was sent, meeting the external deadline 
of 12th November 2020;

 The DCO planning application was submitted in June 2021 and a Public Examination is 
currently being held by the Planning Inspectorate;

 An Individual Cabinet Member decision in December 2021 has authorised the formal 
delegation to officers the authority to represent the Council through the DCO process. 
This is ongoing. 

Local Transport Plan (LTP)
 The LTP was adopted at Full Council on 17th March 2021.

Chepstow Transport Improvements
 Consultant’s report outlined scheme options;
 Monmouthshire CC keen to progress to Full Business Cases;
 GCC Lead Cabinet Members supported a GCC financial contribution of £20K (2020/21) 

towards Stage 2 of the Chepstow Transport Study;
 A further GCC financial contribution of £30K for 2021/22 has been made to 

Monmouthshire CC;
 Meeting with relevant MPs held on 28th January 2022. 

Cinderford 
 FoDDC yet to secure planning permission and funding for proposed extension of phase 

one of the road;
 A Section 73 amendment to vary the existing planning permission was submitted in 

April 2021 and is awaiting determination by FoDDC;
 FoDDC held a Cinderford Northern Quarter Scrutiny Inquiry in November 2021, with 

GCC senior officer input;
 Until planning and funding for the road is in place, no further action for GCC. 
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Local Plans / JCS / CIL
 Review of JCS now underway following an ‘Issues and Options’ consultation which 

ended in January 2019;
 The JCS Reg.18 public consultation has now been delayed to Spring 2023;
 Progress has been made with the JCS authorities to review the JCS CIL – consultants 

are now undertaking this task in liaison with GCC officers and stakeholders;
 GCC education and library contributions continue to be challenged and declined by 

some District Councils and developers – these are in the process of being reviewed by 
GCC;

 GCC continues to not receive a penny of CIL from any of the JCS authorities;
 Stroud Local Plan – Consultation on Draft Local Plan – closed 22nd January 2020. 

Significant officer-level concerns submitted to SDC – especially transport issues re- the 
significant proposed development at Whaddon and Sharpness. Another SDC 
consultation took place with additional possible housing sites, which was responded to 
in December 2020. The most recent public consultation stage (pre-submission draft 
consultation) ended on 21st July 2021. GCC officer comments were submitted prior to 
the deadline. The Plan has now been submitted to the Planning Inspectorate for 
consideration. GCC officers and consultants will be actively involved in the future Public 
Examination and have secured approval to do so. 

 Cotswold Local Plan – ‘Issues and Options’ consultation recently ended – the deadline 
for comments was 20th March 2022. GCC officers submitted representations prior to the 
deadline on 18th March 2022. 

 Forest of Dean Local Plan – Issues and Options consultation ended on 31st October 
2019. FoDDC consulted on a ‘preferred option’ – the closing date for comments was 
29th January 2021. GCC officers commented before this deadline. 

Fastershire
 Review of household and business grants - The review of existing Fastershire grants 

offered within the county has concluded.  The intention is for the updated grants to be 
launched this summer.

 Project Gigabit - The Future Telecoms Infrastructure Review identified that 
approximately 20% of the country is unlikely to be commercially viable for gigabit-
capable network rollout within a reasonable time frame.  BDUK are working with 
industry to target a minimum of 85% gigabit-capable coverage by 2025 but will seek to 
accelerate rollout further to get as close to 100% as soon as possible.  BDUK launched 
an Open Market Review in Gloucestershire on the 6 April.  The outcome of this review 
will inform which Project Gigabit procurement route BDUK is expected to take within the 
county.  GCC will be informed of the outcomes of this review later this year. 

5.0 Libraries & Registration

Libraries
 The public consultation on the proposal to move Stroud Library closes on Monday 25th 

April, with the current responses indicating that the majority of people who have 
responded are supportive of the move. 

Registration 
 No new update.
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6.0 Waste Management 

 An invitation to tender for the contract for the sale of electricity generated by the 
Gloucestershire Energy from Waste facility at Javelin Park was issued in February. The 
deadline for submitting an outline proposal was 18th March and four responses were 
received. Three companies have been selected to take forward to the negotiation stage, 
which will run over the spring/summer. All energy sales from the Gloucestershire EfW 
have now been fixed until Oct 23 (the end of the existing contract term with our current 
off-taker, EDF). The aim is to commence the new agreement by Sept 22, so that the 
council can forward sell electricity when considered best value to do so. 

 The HRCs moved to their longer summer opening hours of 9am-5pm (6 days per week) 
on 27th March. Next day appointments are available at each of the five HRC sites.

 DEFRA is consulting on preventing local authorities from charging for the disposal of 
DIY waste at HRCs. It has also issued a call for evidence on booking systems at HRCs. 
GCC does not charge for DIY wastes but does operate a booking system.  

 The new contracts for the various waste streams collected for reuse, recycling and 
recovery at the HRCs commenced smoothly on 1st April. 

 The “Repair and Reuse” communications campaign that ran throughout March has now 
completed. There was an estimated total campaign reach of over 1.9 million. April’s 
campaign will focus on reducing fly-tipping and litter. 

 A draft LCM Decision report has been published (on 19th April) to extend the Residual 
Waste Transfer Contract with Grundon for 3 years from 5th July 2022. No 
representations have been received, so the decision statement should be published on 
28th April.

7.0 Employment and Skills 

Adult Education Service
 New 4-year subcontract framework documents now completed and ready for cabinet 

review in June.
 RoAPT application has been submitted and we will know the outcome by the end of 

April 2022. 
 Centre computers and learner laptops have now all been upgraded to Windows 10 to 

allow us to deliver the most up to date ICT courses.  All learner computers now have the 
Pearson online exam software installed as well as the BCS software.  These allow us to 
deliver the new level 3 BCS qualifications that we have been funded to deliver this year.  
We can also now run online exams instead of just paper exams which will really help us 
compete with other local providers.  Currently having some teething issues with the 
software updates but once working correctly we have our first level 3 cohort starting this 
week.

 We have been awarded direct claim status with our awarding bodies for all of the 
qualifications we deliver this year, this means we can directly claim learner certificates 
as soon as we know they have passed, making the process quicker for learners and 
more cost effective overall.

 New Health and Social Care IQA/Assessor/Tutor (Fixed Term Contract) has been 
recruited to enable us to deliver Health and Social Care accredited qualifications next 
academic year, currently in the process of developing curriculum, gaining awarding 
body accreditation and speaking to local employers to ascertain the needs for specific 
areas of training.  New catalogue of Health and Social care CPD and online courses are 
now available to add value to our offer and to increase our full cost recovery income.
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 Working with the Skills and Employment Hub to build working relationships, supporting 
programmes with specific employability and wellbeing training.

 Recent whole team curriculum meetings concentrating on Ofsted preparation have 
included the Skills and Employment hub team to ensure integration of both teams and 
consistent message to our learners/customers across both services.

 Attending job fairs and open days with the skills hub staff to promote AdEd and skills 
and employment hub joint working.

 Support the hub with a variety of workshops and training, including Forwards Job Clubs, 
Moving Forwards and various other employability programmes.

 Shared AdEd/skills hub tutor has started and is settling in well, she will be carrying out 
an IAG role within AdEd and a tutor role within the hub and will ensure our RARPA 
policy is carried out and has focus with our learners.

 Learner surveys are taking place currently to help us gain vital feedback that will help 
shape the curriculum review for 2022/2023.

 Recently set up a mobile library within the centre to promote joining the library and 
literacy with our learners and the hub customers.

 ESOL provision now the chosen provider for all Ukrainian’s coming through the Homes 
for Ukraine scheme – increasing our provision significantly, we have moved key staff 
into this delivery area to cover the increase in need for a flexible delivery to meet this 
demand.  

Skills and Employment Hub
 The Hub is now establishing itself with lots of interest from both internal and external 

partners and the feedback about the concept is all positive.
 Partners have started to use the Hub and we have held a couple of open days for 

partners and Social Care staff to come and have a look to understand more about what 
we are doing. 17 partners attended our first coffee morning but sadly only 5 people 
came to our Social Care open day so we will be picking this up with Managers.

 Performance April 1 2021 – 31 March 2022 
o Paid Job Outcomes - 80 (72 were for Forwards (disabilities) the remainder Hub 

(since January)  
o Total of 248 referrals last year – 112 into the Hub since September 2021

 We are working closely with Proud to Care to promote care jobs across the business 
and wider sector

 Gloucestershire’s first Inclusive Jobs Fair will take place in May which will be run by 
GEM and the Hub utilising the space of the whole building including Ad Ed and 
Blackfriars

 Coordinating with other “Hubs” eg Young Glos to establish pathways and eliminate 
“competition” and working with Adult Education/Libraries to establish a robust skills and 
employment journey

Employment Programmes
 Our Forwards programme for Disabilities continues to operate smoothly and we now 

have all staff in post
 We are still recruiting for some posts and similar to other business areas and other 

employers struggling to fill vacancies so some of the programmes and the Hub itself is 
still understaffed

 We have recruited a BME Research Officer who will be working with young people 
from BME communities to understand their experiences pre, during and post covid in 
education and employment to help us understand why there are higher levels of 
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NEETs in this group and to help us make changes in the system to aid their 
progression

 Our ICS programme of work will now start with all three posts recruited.  This will look 
at addressing health inequalities for those at risk of long-term unemployment and 
create opportunities for young people across the ICS business areas including work 
experience, supported internships, traineeships and apprenticeships.  

 We also have some additional funding to provide ongoing in work support to Care 
Leavers and NEETs going into work to help them sustain their employment and an IAG 
Adviser working with NEETs and Care Leavers and the Hub providing targeted careers 
advice.

The Gloucestershire GEM Project
 Over the next few months we will be putting in place close-down procedures for GEM 

which will include as a priority compliance checking all programme documentation to 
mitigate financial risk to GCC and partners.

 An interim Monitoring and Evaluation Report has now been produced with a final report 
due in the Autumn 2022.

Kickstart
 Now that Kickstart has finished in terms of referrals into the programme we continue to 

work with employers to ensure those young people left are supported.
 We are completing an evaluation of the project and this will be shared soon.

GIS Healthcare
 The supported employment element of GIS transferred to us in September.  We are 

currently looking at how the DWP grant can be utilised more effectively to help more 
disabled people into work including looking at external host employers.

- REPORT END - 
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Updates Report: DATE: 01/04/22

THEME:  Adaptation LEAD ORGANISATION: Gloucester City Council
LEAD OFFICER:  Jon Burke

1. Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Contacted Bryan Harris – City of Dundee Climate and Sustainability Manager – regarding the 
Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (CRVA) carried out for the city as part of their 
Membership of Global Covenant of Mayors for Energy and Climate. He subsequently responded to 
say that it was conducted in-house by his team, rather than an external consultant. Dundee 
maintains a large decarbonisation team and, as such, is well-resourced to carry out such work in a 
way that individual districts of Gloucestershire are not. With this in mind, I have written to Mr 
Harris asking whether he would be willing to provide training to County and district officers and 
asking what his day rate for such a service would be. I currently await a response.

In the meantime, I have also contacted the following leading decarbonisation consultants to 
enquire as to whether they provide assistance in the delivery of CRVAs: Aether, APSE, Arup, 
Carbon Trust, Element Energy, SWACO. I currently await responses and will update in due course.

2. Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

Proposal for the delivery of training and/or consultancy services (and associated costs) for the 
delivery of, as a minimum, a county-wide CRVA.

3. Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

N/A

4. Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

It is my professional recommendation that a CRVA be carried out to assess form the basis of an 
adaptation work programme. In the meantime, and given the overlap that exists between the 
adaptation and biodiversity themes, the adaptation theme and the Gloucestershire tree strategy, 
some county-wide recommendations can be made regarding the forthcoming tree planting 
season.
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5. Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in 
this theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

As above. Adaptation and biodiversity themes have strong interlinkages and CLG should consider 
the benefits of amalgamating these themes to ensure general conformity between the work of 
the supporting teams.
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: April 13th, 2022

THEME:  Behaviour Change LEAD: Police & NHS Partners
LEAD OFFICERS:  Jen Cleary & Mandy Gibbs

Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Since the last CLG meeting the Behaviour Change Leads  have met with Kelly Osborne from 
Gloucestershire County Council who has drafted an engagement plan, which includes campaigns 
and actions being taken by the County to promote behaviour change.

GCC campaigns run once a quarter and an annual calendar of campaigns has been produced in 
draft format by the Waste and Resources Partnership.

Climate change ideas exchange – an informal meeting arranged by Georgia Spooner (Stroud DC) 
attended by the councils to share best practice including behaviour change. Police and NHS have 
joined the group.

The terms of reference and governance arrangements for the NHS’s green champions network 
have been shared with Police.

Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

To take forward this first half of this theme on ‘organisational behaviour change’ we will host an 
initial conversation regarding steps by which need to be taken by public sector staff and this will 
be scheduled at a future CN2030 group meeting. This may then need to be extended to include 
facilities staff from the councils and others to initiate workplace behaviour change.

The NHS are 
 Marking Earth Day with the launch of an animation on their Green Plan which will be 

aimed at raising the awareness of the general public.
 Celebrating the birthday of the NHS on 5th July and using the opportunity to promote 

plastic free July

The Police are also planning to promote plastic free July

It is intended that the terms of reference and governance arrangements for the green champions 
network will be shared with the CN2030 officers network so that opportunities to establish green 
champions networks in each district and GCC can be discussed.

Review the Big Green Bundle - a behaviour change resource produced by Vision 21.

Collate the activity on behaviour change (in the community) already in progress across the County

Consider how we research: 1) procurement practices/policies – evaluation of sustainability 
credentials.  Are our organisations complying with the Social Values Act?
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And  2) Commuting – post Covid restrictions are our organisations continuing to adopt 
agile/flexible working, working from home.

Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

Review opportunities for collaboration

Produce presentation for Climate Leadership Group:

 Work already underway – internal and external
 Procurement 
 Reduced travel - agile/flexible working, virtual meetings 
 Campaigns and Communications – external
 Tools available to raise awareness – internal 

Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

None identified at this stage

Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in this 
theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

Behaviour Change is interconnected with all the other themes to varying degrees

Background to the Behaviour Change Theme:
(setting the context and long term theme objectives)

The behaviour change theme will interlink with every other theme identified by Climate 
Leadership Gloucestershire and need to develop messaging which clearly focuses on the co-
benefits of action on climate change, particularly on health, wellbeing and our economy. These 
business and case studies can be used to both to both influence individuals and organisations to 
take action but also where necessary to invest in improving their behaviours and infrastructure to 
reduce carbon and increase climate resilience.  The proposal is that the work is initially split into 
two primary strands:

 Organisational behaviour change (within our control) and;
 Resident/visitor/community/business behaviour change (which we can influence but is 

not within Climate Leadership Gloucestershire primary control).

Under organisational behaviour change there is significant opportunity to influence not just 
emissions and general waste and resources reduction but also to influence the behaviour change 
of a significant proportion of residents. The NHS, Police and Councils making up a significant 
percentage of jobs in Gloucestershire and therefore that the opportunity presented by changing 
behaviours of our staff would have wider impacts within our communities. Work to improve our 
own work based behaviours will also provide the necessary case studies to demonstrate best 
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practice on decarbonisation for example of fleet electrification, reducing waste, transitioning to 
reducing plastic (through-use or alterative plastics e.g. re-usable face masks) and to influence 
other businesses and organisations in Gloucestershire to follow our lead. 

A key area for early exploration should be the procurement practices of partners including 
developing a common requirement for sustainability requirements for tenders. Staff transport to 
and from work will also be a key area to focus on including by sharing learning between those of 
us who have and have not been able to shift to primary home working during Coved bringing in 
consideration of different services provisions and how staff on shift impacts this. Internal staff 
networks were also recognised as imperative to implementing organisational behaviour change. 
The NHS best practice of a Green Council and network of 120 green champions is one example of 
how other organisations might embed ownership of climate action across their organisations.

Regarding activity on behaviours change more widely, for our residents, visitors and businesses. 
Much of this is expected to need significant resourcing of communications experts both to 
disseminate public and media messages but also to work with political and business leaders to 
advocate for more sustainable personal practices. Specifically, this theme will look to disseminate 
climate actions identified in the earlier part of the work but also all other themes whilst also 
developing the infrastructure necessary to deliver these messages. The continued support and 
development of active community focus groups such as climate networks, campaigns, citizen 
panels and business networks will be a key component of dissemination of vest practices and 
influencing wider community behaviour change. 
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: 29.3.22

THEME:  Biodiversity LEAD ORGANISATION: GLNP 
LEAD OFFICER:  Matt Whitney

6. Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Guided by a partnership consultation process, GLNP presented a paper with 12 recommended 
actions to the first topic-focused CLG meeting in February. At this meet all 12 actions were 
unanimously endorsed and approved for adoption into the shared workplan of CLG. The items 
reported on in these updates (in CAPITALS) refer to one of the 12 actions.

RESOURCES – GCC has secured budget for a new Nature Recovery Lead. SDC also secured budget 
to recruit similar position.

BUILDING WITH NATURE – included withing a Strategic Planning Document by CBC

TREE STRATEGY Huge tree planting effort from Local Authorities successfully concluded for the 
season. New Tree Officer position recruited by GCC.

Other relevant info - DEFRA has launched a consultation (16.3.22) on the government’s proposed 
legally binding targets for the environment:

- Stop species decline by 2030
- Increase species abundance by 10% by 2042 (from 2022 level)
- Create or restore 500,000 hectares of wildlife rich habitat by 2042 (from 2022 level)
- Increase tree cover from 14.5% to 17.5% by 2050
- Improve water quality (re: nutrient pollution). 

7. Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

CALL FOR SITES – GLNP to speak with Worcestershire County Council about their recent ‘call for 
sites’ (supported by Natural England) for a new Country Park, conceived as green infrastructure 
for a strategic housing allocation.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION in green space – GLNP to restart engagement with Barnwood Trust in 
workshop design and provision

TRAINING for planners on new and existing environmental requirements – designing session 
with/for planning officers

8. Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

COUNTYWIDE FEASABILITY STUDY ON GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE OPPORTUNITIES – requires 
resource and a project lead

WETLAND CREATION/MANAGED REALIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES – all Local Authorities to assess 
own landholdings. And link with above item.
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INCREASE CARBON SQUESTRATION FROM FARMING – public bodies to implement dynamic 
procurement systems or similar, prioritising environmental outcomes of suppliers (such as 
proximity and organic)

NATURE PARK ON RIVER SEVERN - GCC and Glos City to officially recognise the park eg through 
council resolutions or within development plans. Glos City, GCC, GFirst and NHS to promote the 
park as a place to go and enjoy nature. 

BUILDING WITH NATURE - Despite being within the local plan of most local authorities, there is a 
lack of enforcement on the ground. 

9. Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

Better alignment with RIVER SEVERN PARTNERSHIP, including securing funding for identifying 
potential projects, and securing support for GNCF

10. Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in 
this theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

COUNTY-WIDE PROGRAMME OF NATURAL FLOOD MANAGEMENT – ADAPTATION, FARMING 

BUILDING WITH NATURE – PLANNING

NATURE PARK – PLANNING

INCREASE CARBON SEQUESTRATION FROM FARMING – FARMING

WETLAND CREATION and managed realignment – ADAPTATION

CALL FOR SITES for new accessible greenspaces - PLANNING
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: DATE 30 March 2022

THEME:  Economy – Business and Skills LEAD ORGANISATION: GFirst LEP
LEAD OFFICERS:  David Owen & Sarah Danson

Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Business
GFirst LEP have continued to deliver their SME business support pilot programme.
This has resulted in engagement with 269 businesses in a 3-month period.
Businesses engagements are evenly spilt across most of the county, with a slightly higher rate of 
activity in Stroud District.  

40% of businesses are in the micro category of 0-9 employees
42% Small 10-49 employees
17% Medium 50-249 employees
1% Large 250 + employees

37% of businesses are in the manufacturing sector
14% in Tourism and Hospitality
11% other services
10% in Consumer Goods and Retail
10% in professional services  
With the rest evenly spilt across the remaining sectors

85% of businesses are private limited companies.

Top Net Zero topics discussed
79% awareness and starting
11% calculating and reporting

Top challenges to businesses implementing Net Zero plans have been reported as - 
21% Energy usage
14% Lack of capacity
14% Action Plan
10% supply chain
10% Transportation/travel
10% Costs

Net Zero events

A networking panel event – “How to be a sustainable leader” is took place on 23/03/2022 at the 
Gloucester Growth Hub.   The event delivered by the LEP in partnership with the University of 
Gloucestershire covered a wide range of topics related to the environment and sustainability and 
featured a number of local specialists.

In order to broaden the understanding of the private sector business support offer, the LEP team 
have been undertaking a number of meetings.    Many of these consultants are also supporting 
Net Zero initiatives at a local authority area and have been able to provide some insight into how 
these are progressing.
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As a result of the findings of the pilot scheme a proposal for a grants scheme has been 
undertaken.

Skills

The Gloucestershire Skills Advisory Panel (GSAP) provides a link between local economic 
development needs and strategic planning, with the mandate to address issues around skills and 
unemployment/worklessness in the County. It is an advisory body with no legal status but with a 
specific role as part of GFirst Local Enterprise Partnership and the local authority structure within 
Gloucestershire.

The aim of the Panel is to boost economic growth by creating a more appropriate, relevant and 
highly skilled local workforce, and its role is to shape and influence employment and skills training 
and support to meet the skills needs of employers in Gloucestershire.
This is done by engaging private and public sector employers, colleges, training providers and the 
voluntary and community sector in the development and delivery of an integrated employment 
and skills strategy and associated action plan.

The Gloucestershire Skills Strategy 2022 – 2027 has been published.  

https://www.gfirstlep.com/downloads/2022/gfirst-lep-gloucestershire-skills-strategy-2022-27.pdf

The skills strategy brings together an overview of the employment, recruitment and skills needs of 
local businesses and employers together with the skills that individuals need to achieve their 
potential. In order to provide these skills for local businesses and local residents, the complex, 
careers, employment and skills landscape needs to be ‘decluttered’, co-ordinated effectively 
across the County and for employers, training providers and funders to work collaboratively.
The Skills Strategy sets out ambitions to meet the Energy and Green renewables needs of the 
county.

Over the last year, there has been a 100% increase in unique job postings within the Green 
economy which demonstrates Gloucestershire’s pivotal role within the country. Within the Local 
industrial Strategy (LIS), GFirst LEP is ensuring the sustainability and Net Zero agendas are being 
progressed through:
Alignment with the Gloucestershire Sustainable Energy Strategy 

Ambition to be the Greenest County nationally 
Ambition to lead nationally on decarbonisation of heat 
Capacity within the building retrofit supply chain identified as a risk

We need to create and deliver high-quality, local training programmes, utilising the expertise of 
several partner organisations. Part of the challenge in this is getting clarity over which skills are 
needed and ensuring they are built into existing and emerging qualifications. This work requires 
the leadership of the Green Jobs Taskforce and the Energy Systems Catapult, as well as local 
training providers and employers working together to share needs, understanding and plan 
delivery.
All the colleges and universities operating in the County are keen to support the ‘green’ and Net 
Zero agenda and several are undertaking reviews of their own learning provision and their own 
business practices to further support this agenda.
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The Gfirst LEP education, employment and skills team are working on delivering the LEP Skills 
Strategy together with the Local Skills Plan. Key priority themes identified so far include 
prioritisation of retrofit and low carbon energy installation schemes. 

The SW Energy Hub has an ambition, in partnership with the regions 6 LEPs (WECA have 
conducted their own study) to majority fund and deliver a regional green skills study in 2022. The 
Gfirst LEP has fed into this process and the tender was launched in March 2022. 

Individual districts are also taking steps to address skills gaps, for example Stroud have identified a 
strand in their climate strategy focused on skills and providing apprentices through an ability to 
drive behaviours in the development of council owned housing. At the same time the Cheltenham 
Economic Recovery Task Force have established a subgroup looking at skills, including green skills.

Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

Business
GFirst LEP aims to meet with all local authority leads to gain an understanding of their Net 
Zero/environmental strategies and ambitions in terms of business and skills and identify 
opportunities for collaboration and sharing of best practice.    This will be collated into countywide 
overview of activities already in progress and those in planning and will help inform the 
development of additional activities where required.

GFirst LEP will develop Phase 2 of the GFirst LEP Business Support programme based on the 
findings of pilot and alignment with the countywide strategies. 

Net Zero discussions with LEP Business Groups will also inform sector focussed approaches to this 
next phase of delivery.

Mapping of public and private sector support, tools and resources will continue.

Skills – on going activity

A clear definition of what we mean by green growth and green skills. 

Identification of the gaps in the Gloucestershire economy that could help to drive green growth.
Prioritisation of the skills which are most in demand and which we have a unique position to be 
able to create.

Sector specific engagement and support to develop skills and knowledge needed for the transition 
(e.g. construction, farming, energy etc).

Inclusion within council and others strategic plans on the economic and skills growth needed to 
deliver our climate ambitions. 

Cross sector working between business, councils and academia to fund and develop action to fill 
skills gaps. 
Including sustainability within recruitment practices across sectors in the county, to increase a 
focus on green jobs within Gloucestershire. 

Inclusivity, and actions to reach diverse groups to encourage employment in priority sectors.
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AccXel Centre in the Forest of Dean are developing a retrofit programme to support a local 
housing association.

Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

Work is in progress in both areas with further discussions with partner organisations and 
stakeholders a priority.

Clarity with regards to green skills needs is still lacking and requires further work with key delivery 
and ‘energy’ partners.

Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

There is a requirement for dedicated resource to lead and coordinate the activity with regards to 
Green Skills in the county.   This role would work closely with local education partners, employers 
and the skills advisory panel, whilst also working with those steering national programmes and 
qualifications.

The skills providers need Green skills to be built into qualifications so that this can be funded via 
Department for Education funding.

Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in this 
theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

Business – linkages to Adaptation, Energy, Built Environment, Behaviour Change
Skills  - linkages to Adaptation, Energy, Built Environment, Biodiversity
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: April 13th, 2022

THEME:  Energy LEAD ORGANISATION:  Forest of Dean District 
Council
LEAD OFFICER:  Alastair Chapman

1. Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

To avoid duplication of effort we have selected Gloucestershire’s Sustainable Energy Strategy and 
the LEP’s Business Energy Group as the start point for discussion on ideas and potential actions in 
respect of the energy theme. It may well be that much is already being/has been discussed by this 
group. The Business Energy Group is an existing group with representatives from LA’s, skills and 
education, distribution companies, renewable energy suppliers and energy advisors and is 
therefore well placed to advise on key issues/tasks for CLG. Reporting RISKS – 

2. Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

An initial call is planned with Emma Hanby Net Zero Champion (GFirst) on 26th April during which 
we expect to discuss how to engage with the wider group.  We are waiting to hear if the Co-Chairs 
of the business energy group will be able to join us too.

ASK – if CLG has any other suggestions as to who would be good to have at the planning meeting 
on the 26th April, please contact Alastair.chapman@fdean.gov.uk.

3. Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

Nothing identified at this stage.

4. Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

Key to identifying issues and actions is engaging with the Business Energy Group and this may not 
take place until end of May/June (depending on their meeting cycles) and therefore delivery of 
early issues and themes for June CLG (which is when the Energy theme is provisionally scheduled 
for a deep dive discussion on the revised Forward Look) is currently unlikely.

ASK:  CLG are asked to review the revised Forward Look schedule and consider whether  Energy 
should move to the September meeting (to replace either Adaptation or Food & Farming).
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5. Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in 
this theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

Transport -  EV Charging programmes

Retrofit -  Green Heat/District Heating schemes

Behaviour Change –  Energy consumption

Food & Farming -  Solar Farm generation
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: April 13th, 2022

THEME:  Food and Farming LEAD ORGANISATION:  Cotswold District Council

LEAD OFFICERS:  Chris Crookall-Fallon, Paul James

1. Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Met with Claire Whitworth, Vice Principal FE of Hartpury College and University and Chair of the 
G1st LEP Agri Food and Rural group.  

2. Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

Cotswold DC theme leaders will attend the next meeting of the G1st LEP Agri Food and Rural 
group and briefly set out the objectives of the food and farming theme under the Climate 
Leadership Gloucestershire initiative, then separately follow up with relevant stakeholders after 
the introductory presentation.  

Over the next two reporting periods, based on interviews following the LEP group, we will 
summarise the existing work already underway in the county that relates to climate mitigation 
and adaptation, as an input to shaping the leadership group’s future work.

3. Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

Whilst not of central importance to the development of the Theme, Cotswold DC is progressing 
with planning an event requested by CDC councillors, comprising a practical ideas- and 
information-sharing event on the broad themes of regenerative agriculture as a response to the 
climate and ecological emergencies, in the context of the Cotswold District landscape.  Planning is 
progressing more slowly than we had intended, due principally to resource constraints.

Greater staff resources would enable this event to move forward more quickly.

4. Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

Overall, resource availability is the key constraint in terms of developing the Theme and 
associated actions.

More broadly, food and farming is a large theme, characterised by 1) great diversity and 
complexity in players across the county - eg, producers, processors, distributors, retailers, 
regulators, influencers, industry associations; and 2) limited direct leverage that either district 
councils or the county council has on how the sector operates (eg in principal, most regulation in 
the sector is from central govt eg Defra).
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Therefore action within the Theme will need to reflect the desire of the leadership group to 
engage with and influence the food and farming actors in the district, but it probably will not be 
possible to have direct control over actors.

5. Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in 
this theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

Food and Farming is linked to and has close interdependencies with the Adaptation (climate 
resilience), Biodiversity (nature recovery), Economy (agricultural sector), Energy (solar farms and 
onshore renewables), and Transport (movement of produce/livestock,inputs) themes in particular
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: DATE: April 2022

THEME:  Planning LEAD ORGANISATION: Cheltenham Borough 
Council
LEAD OFFICERS:  Mike Redman & Tracey 
Birkinshaw

1. Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC) has just finished consulting on a Climate Change 
supplementary planning document (SPD) which has the potential to act as a blueprint for the 
adoption of similar guidance by the other Gloucestershire districts. This would be advantageous, 
as it would help to ‘raise the bar’ on sustainability and provide a level playing field across 
Gloucestershire, as we strive to progress our net zero aspirations.

The CBC SPD aims to enable planning policy to drive the positive change that the council wants to 
see from developers around the borough.

Its purpose is to enable sustainable design and construction, and help reduce the negative 
environmental impacts of the property development industry.

The SPD incorporates guidance on different aspects of sustainable design and construction 
including energy and carbon, climate change adaption, water efficiency, flood prevention, 
pollution, sustainable transport, ecology, biodiversity net gain, and waste reduction. It also 
includes a checklist to help applicants produce a sustainability statement to demonstrate how 
they are responding to climate change and related issues.

Consultation ran for four weeks from 7th March and is scheduled for adoption in May.

The County Planning Officers Group (CPOG) has discussed the CLG Planning theme and indicated 
its wish to be the gatekeeper for championing proposals. A suggested ‘deep dive’ discussion is 
proposed at the May CLG meeting, at which it would be helpful to have senior planning officer 
representation from each authority.

Key decision points made on the JCS Review.  Taking account of the impact of changes to the 
NPPF, nPPG and wider priorities, including climate change, together with the impacts on the 
evidence base and resources arising from the global covid-19 pandemic, we have reset the 
programme.  This has led to moving away from what was originally a ‘review’ of the shared 
element of the development plan for Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury to a full 
reassessment of the plan.  Consultants Deloitte were brought on board at the end of 2021, to 
check and challenge work to date and support programme management.  The three councils are 
currently signing off updates to their Local Development schemes through Cabinet and Executive 
processes.  This includes the following key milestones:

 Issues and Options Consultation - Winter 2018/19 (Complete).
 Preferred Options Consultation – Spring 2023. 
 Pre-submission Consultation – Autumn 2023. 
 Submission to SoS – early Spring 2024. 
 Examination - Summer 2024.
 Adoption – Winter 2024/Spring 2025.
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Key work streams with members have included developing the updated vision and objectives.  
Climate change is a golden thread through this developing work stream.

In light of changes to the NPPF which now drops reference to ‘core strategies’, the JCS is being 
rebranded as the ‘Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Joint Strategic Plan’ (JSP).

Communications on both the programme and the rebranding of the development plan as ‘the JSP’ 
will take place shortly to update stakeholders and the wider communities of the JSP area.

Cotswold Local Plan consultation has now finished and Forest of Dean’s Local Plan is still on hold.

Gloucestershire Statement of Common Ground – sign off is ongoing across the councils and will be 
brought back to GEGJC when action completed.

2. Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

Proposed workshop: Delivering biodiversity net gain (BNG) at county-wide scale – this issue cuts 
across the themes of CLG and planning will need to be actively engaged in encouraging developers 
at the earliest possible stage to incorporate their net gain measures into development proposals, 
offset impacts nearby, or if that is not possible, elsewhere in the county. The proposed 
Gloucestershire Nature and Climate Fund (GNCF) will seek to facilitate this, by identifying a range 
of schemes which can offer BNG.

We need to think about the mechanism that GNCF will use to allocate funding and have everyone 
sign up to it, probably through a Memorandum of Understanding, or similar.

Proposed case study workshop: a multi-disciplinary workshop would be helpful looking across live 
schemes/recent decisions by Gloucestershire local planning authorities.  A recent Cheltenham 
application by Miller Homes for 350 units (application ref: 20/01788/FUL), deferred by Committee 
for 3 reasons, relevant to this work stream is deferral reason “JCS Strategic Objective 6 – the 
scheme should make the fullest contribution possible to mitigation of climate change”

It would be useful to discuss how Gloucestershire planning authorities can align their climate 
related decisions and approach to viability, within the current policy framework and the appetite 
for pushing developers to be more ambitious around carbon reduction (e.g. moving away from 
reliance on gas boilers). 

3. Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

Carbon literacy training is a key issue to support staff across all services to understand the urgency 
and imperative of action to reduce carbon emissions, as well as identifying the priority practical 
actions needed. 

A number of authorities are already looking to roll out such training across their workforce, but 
this need should be recognised and resourced across all partners.
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4. Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

Not all authorities have staff dedicated to supporting the climate agenda, but the scale of action 
required will necessitate a shift in both revenue and capital expenditure priorities. 

Planning leads will need to be positively engaged in the CLG agenda, to ensure developers are 
encouraged to offset the carbon impacts of their proposals and achieve the positive biodiversity 
gain which will be legally required, most likely from 2023. 

The GNCF will ideally provide a preferred framework for developers where BNG cannot be 
partially or fully achieved on the development site itself. They will be able to contribute financially 
to schemes in the county (and ideally within each individual district) which can facilitate the 
planning requirement for BNG in a relatively straightforward, robust and auditable manner. For 
the fund to be successful, there is a need for a critical mass of contributions, so that the 
development of BNG schemes and the administration of the fund are financially sustainable.

Note: planning authorities will not be able to force developers to use the GNCF and there is a risk 
that developer funds to achieve BNG could be used on national schemes if something workable is 
not available locally. It is therefore critical that authorities are able to work collaboratively to 
present a united sequential approach to BNG within the county, as it will be a key delivery tool for 
Green Infrastructure and recreational greenspace in particular. 

5. Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in 
this theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

There are significant planning links across the themes of CLG. For example, delivery against the 
Transport Theme has fundamental links to the location and quantum of new development and 
how connectivity needs will be addressed in the most carbon friendly manner.

This update also highlights the strong links with the Biodiversity theme and in particular, the 
opportunity to join up our approach to Biodiversity Net Gain. 

Spatial planning decisions are critical to future infrastructure delivery, for example, the location of 
waste collection depots, recycling and disposal facilities.
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: April 2022

THEME: Retrofit LEAD ORGANISATION: Stroud District Council
LEAD OFFICER:  Rachel Brain

1. Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

Since this marks the beginning of a new approach to progressive reporting this update seeks to set 
context by providing the overview of resources for retrofit action.

1) The table below rounds up the funding that has been secured for countywide delivery 
(Domestic):

Fund Amount Notes
Social Housing 
Decarbonisation Funds 

£4.414m Lead by Housing Services Team 
(SDC) a cross county project for 
social housing. Includes funding for 
an innovation pilot for Stroud 
District (one of 18 projects funded 
nationally) – GSHP loop/battery/PV 
system to service multiple 
dwellings at independent living 
flats.

For information the 
Sustainable Warmth Fund is 
to assist those in fuel poverty 
living in homes with Energy 
Performance ratings of E or 
lower and is in two parts 
LADS and HUG :
Local Authority Delivery 
Scheme (LADS) for insulation 
and heating (non fossil fuel 
types) for those on the gas 
network
Home Upgrade Grant (HUG) 
for insulation and heating for 
homes off the gas network

£10.5m Lead by SDC as chair of Warm and 
Well Steering group Countywide + 
S. Glos partnership

Capacity Grant (Minimum 
Energy Efficiency Standards)

£80k SDC as lead with Glos. City to boost 
enforcement and advice to Private 
Rental Sector

Capacity Grant (Innovate to 
Renovate)

£215k SDC as lead with all districts + 
S.Glos capacity building to explore 
the pathway to the provision of a 
local authority endorsed ‘front 
door’ to retrofit for private 
householder.
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2) The table below is the information that was harvested the first round of Public Sector Decarb 
Funds as a flavour because there have been 2 further funding rounds and these needs updating.

In addition there is scoping work be focused on Stroud Town in an SDC led One Public Estate 
approach to rationalising and improving efficiencies on multi -purpose public sector sites (police, 
NHS, SDC ). This work is scoping how sites can be improved including the retrofit/low carbon 
potential. As added value the work also considers how tie-ins to SGS and apprenticeships can 
support retrofit skills development.

Other:
Target2030 continues to deliver technical support and grants to SME’s , currently funded under 
ERDF with no Local Authority supporting partnership

2. Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

Pipeline project development:

SDC/CDC + Local Partnerships -  Strategic Research and road mapping  - examining gaps and 
opportunities to progress towards delivery of end to end retrofit services.

SGS – Soc. Econ. Devnt Fund – potential bid for facilities to teach retrofit skills at Berkeley Green.

Other:
Recruitment of 1.5 fte for countywide retrofit capacity building for the Innovate to Renovate 
partnership.

Thematic coordination system development in liaison with the coordinator to improve 
communication from across all districts to feed updates and strategic working.

3. Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

Business retrofit practical support is at risk when ERDF monies cease.
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Severn Wye Energy Agency (non-profit delivery agent) need encouragement to develop a longer 
term strategic approach for how they are delivering this.

Our affordable warmth record is fabulous but doesn’t meet current demand which is expected to 
rapidly increase in the face of rising energy costs.

4. Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

It can be seen that the potential to identify and secure funds and find means to deliver across all 
strands of the retrofit picture have a good foot hold. In the main the ability to do more is mainly 
hampered by an operational concern of capacity. That delivery capacity also underpins this 
innovative approach to strategic collaboration through the officer ‘theme leads’.

It is early days yet so we need to work together to develop systems etc. to make things more 
efficient and smoother. However, the thematic lead collaboration burden could have impacts 
upon the ability to make progress at both local and countywide levels.

There is no ‘job description’ for a theme lead but it could potentially involve funding and pipeline 
monitoring; action planning and new partnership building and coordination of cross county 
projects which is a lot to manage on top of anyone’s ‘day job’ so the future structure of 
collaboration needs to be kept in mind so that momentum can continue to build.

5. Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in 
this theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

Adaptation: Needs to include consideration to supporting the environment being built right now 
to be retrofit ready; needs to encourage building design that takes account of water & energy 
saving and passive heating/cooling
Behaviour Change: How do we generate demand for retrofit and encourage ‘private’ investment 
in this? How can we support the reduction in energy demand that needs to come first ideally in a 
retrofit approach?
Economy:  Retrofit skills and growth so that there is more capacity in in the installer supply chain 
(links are in place with GFirst LEP). This sector needs to see rapid and at scale expansion and we 
need to localise its supply chain of materials and talent.
Energy: Keeping efficiency high on the agenda and not loosing site of this in the pursuit of 
renewables to reduce the potential for grid top-ups to renewable systems.
Planning – supplementary planning docs, increasing the number of neighbourhood plans; building 
with nature standards, signposting for advice and support, planning policy issues.
Wate – how can we skim useable material from the waste stream for insulation projects for 
example.
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Climate Leadership Gloucestershire – Thematic Update Report: DATE 30/03/22

THEME:  Waste LEAD: Tewkesbury Borough Council
LEAD OFFICER:  TBC

Work undertaken since last report:
(include details of who has been involved)

The Waste Senior Manager’s Group have met on a monthly basis, with the County wide Climate 
Change Coordinator in attendance, to ensure strong links to the Climate project.
Andy Pritchard of Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) has developed a communications plan for 
the GCC communications team, focusing on four main themes for the year. These are plastics, 
textiles, food and electricals.

Andy Pritchard has developed an outline plan for an interim Gloucestershire Joint Resources and 
Waste Strategy, which has been discussed with the Waste Senior Manager’s group. This will likely 
be a 5 year strategy to bridge the gap between the previous strategy and the greater certainty of 
direction which will come from government in the coming years.

Work planned for the next reporting period:
(include details of who is involved and anticipated timeframes)

Work on the plastics campaign will commence, led by the Gloucestershire County Council 
communications team. This will focus on making residents aware of the their local plastics 
recycling options, while encouraging residents to reduce consumption of single use plastics.
The consultation and outline plan for the interim Gloucestershire Joint Resources and Waste 
Strategy will be developed further by the Waste Senior Managers Group before a proposed 
approach is taken to the next Gloucestershire Resources and Waste Partnership meeting for 
agreement by members.

Work which has been identified as necessary but which cannot be progressed:
(include details of what is required to enable progress to be made)

A key long term goal is the decarbonisation of waste fleet. A fully electric refuse collection vehicle 
(RCV) fleet will likely be the preferred solution in the medium to long term, but there are currently 
barriers to this approach. Electric RCVs are considerably more expensive to purchase than current 
diesel vehicles and will require suitable charging infrastructure in waste depots. While several 
authorities nationally have bought a small number of electric RCVs or a full fleet, this has mostly 
been in urban areas, with the vehicles unproven in a rural environment such as Gloucestershire.
As RCVs are replaced typically on a 7-10 year cycle, most authorities are tied into their current 
arrangements for some time.

In order to progress to widescale adoption, the decision to purchase electric RCVs would need to 
be viewed as no higher in risk and no higher in cost over the life of the vehicle than their diesel 
equivalents. This would likely come from case studies of authorities with similar geographies 
demonstrating that the technology is viable and cost effective.

Alternatively, there would need to be significant political will to take on the cost and technology 
risk and lead the way for other authorities.
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Issues/Factors which are hampering progress:
(identify the strategic issues here which CLG may be able to help resolve)

For the Gloucestershire Joint Resources and Waste Strategy, progress is hampered by the slower 
than expected progress on the consultations linked to the Resources and Waste strategy for 
England. This is why an interim strategy is being proposed, so that a strategy is in place while 
waiting for the full national plans to be confirmed.
The national proposals include extended producer responsibility which will move the full cost of 
recycling and disposing of packaging to the manufacturer and a deposit return scheme for drinks 
containers. Consistency of collections proposes changes to the way recycling is collected at the 
kerbside and which collections can be charged for.
Due to the wide scope of possible changes and the unknown impact on waste stream tonnages 
and collection infrastructure, an interim strategy is seen as the best course of action at this time.

Key Linkages to /Dependencies with activity in other Themes:
(include details of what work is needed in other themes to support this theme and work in this 
theme which other themes need to factor into their workstreams)

The main links for waste are with behaviour change. The waste campaigns being promoted aim to 
encourage behaviour change by moving actions up the waste hierarchy towards reducing items 
purchased and increasing reuse, rather than recycling or disposing of the item.
There are links with planning as high levels of development mean increased waste collections. 
This requires additional vehicles, crews and depot space. 
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